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Parts of a PlantParts of a PlantParts of a PlantParts of a Plant    

    

All plants grow in similar ways and each part of a plant plays an important role.All plants grow in similar ways and each part of a plant plays an important role.All plants grow in similar ways and each part of a plant plays an important role.All plants grow in similar ways and each part of a plant plays an important role.   

 

� SEEDS 

☼ Most plants begin as seeds.  Every plant, flower and tree you see, every fruit and 

vegetable you eat, started out as a tiny seed.  Seeds have food inside which feeds 

the plant until it is planted into soil.  We eat some seeds before they become 

plants, such as sunflower seeds, poppy seeds, peas, and chickpeas.  Some plants do 

not have seeds, but have spores instead.  Some plants grow as cloves from the 

parent plant. 

 

� ROOTS 

☼ Have you ever dug up a plant or tree and noticed all of the things coming out of 

the bottom?  Those are roots!  The roots have a very important job.  Not only do 

they keep the plant in the soil like an anchor, they also pull in water and 

nutrients from the soil into the plant to help it grow.  Some vegetables are called 

“root vegetables” because they grow under the ground.  Root vegetables are 

carrots, potatoes, beets, and turnips to name a few.   

 

� STEM 

☼ The stem of a plant holds the plant up just like your spine holds you up.  Without 

a stem to support a plant, it couldn’t grow.  The stem also works like a straw, 

drinking up water and nutrients from the roots and soil.   

 

� LEAVES 

☼ The leaves make food for the plant using photosynthesis.  Leaves take in carbon 

dioxide from the air and water from the soil.  During photosynthesis, the leaves 



take use energy from the sun to turn this carbon dioxide and water into food for 

the plant. The leaves release oxygen that we breathe in.   

 

� FLOWERS 

☼ The flowers of a plant are the bees and insect’s favorite part. Why?  That’s where 

all of the yummy nectar is!  Without the bees and insects doing their job, the 

plants would die off before they are able to reproduce.  After a plant is pollinated, 

the petals fall from the flower and the seeds grow in their place.  These seeds are 

spread across the ground in several ways and will hopefully develop and grow 

into new plants. 

 

Each part of the plant has an important function.  Without the seeds, roots, Each part of the plant has an important function.  Without the seeds, roots, Each part of the plant has an important function.  Without the seeds, roots, Each part of the plant has an important function.  Without the seeds, roots, 

stems, leaves, and flowers, plants could not continue their life cycle.  All stems, leaves, and flowers, plants could not continue their life cycle.  All stems, leaves, and flowers, plants could not continue their life cycle.  All stems, leaves, and flowers, plants could not continue their life cycle.  All 

animals, including humans, depend on plants to survive.  animals, including humans, depend on plants to survive.  animals, including humans, depend on plants to survive.  animals, including humans, depend on plants to survive.      



 
 
 

Plant Vocabulary 
 

 

� pollinapollinapollinapollinationtiontiontion-the transfer of pollen from one plant to another; necessary for plants to 

produce seeds 

� photosynthesisphotosynthesisphotosynthesisphotosynthesis-process in which plants use to make food; plants use sunlight, 

chlorophyll, and carbon dioxide to make food (glucose) 

� rootsrootsrootsroots-the part of the plant that takes in and stores minerals, water, and vitamins  

� leavesleavesleavesleaves-the part of the plant which makes glucose for the plant; leaves also breathe in 

carbon dioxide and release oxygen in to the air 

� stemstemstemstem-the part of the plant that provides support and carries water, food, and minerals 

through the plant 

� flowerflowerflowerflower-part of the plant that is pollinated and makes seeds 

� fruitfruitfruitfruit-part of some plants; holds seeds 

� chlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyllchlorophyll-a green pigment that helps plants makes food    

� glucoseglucoseglucoseglucose-the type of sugar that plants make in their leaves 

� oxyoxyoxyoxygengengengen-the type of air that plants give off during photosynthesis; humans and animals 

breathe in oxygen 

� carbon dioxidecarbon dioxidecarbon dioxidecarbon dioxide-the type of air that plants need for photosynthesis; humans and animals 

breathe out carbon dioxide  
 

 

 

 

 

 



Can you label the 

five plant parts?   



Fun Plant ActivitiesFun Plant ActivitiesFun Plant ActivitiesFun Plant Activities    

 

FruitFruitFruitFruit    

Make an apple mummy!  You will need one apple, a Popsicle stick, one Ziploc bag, ¼ cup salt, 

½ cup of sodium carbonate (powdered bleach), and ½ cup of baking soda.  Mix the salt, 

sodium carbonate, and baking soda in the Ziploc bag.  Cut a face into your apple by pushing 

the Popsicle stick in the flesh to make eyes, a nose, and a mouth.  Then push the Popsicle stick 

into the top of the apple making a handle.  Place the apple into the bag being sure it is covered 

with the mixture.  Leave the bag open in a warm and dry place and see what happens over the 

next couple of days.  DO NOT EAT! 

 

LeavesLeavesLeavesLeaves    

Why not bring science to the kitchen by making chocolate leaves?  Collect a few rose leaves, 

wash and dry carefully.  Fill a pan with hot water and place a bowl inside the pan.  Pour some 

chocolate chips into the bowl.  The heat from the water will melt the chocolate.  Stir the chips 

until you have a thick liquid.  Next spread or paint the chocolate onto the tops of the leaves.  

When the chocolate starts to cool, peel away the real leaves and you will have chocolate 

leaves. Eat them as is or use as a decoration on a cake. 

    

SeSeSeSeedededed    

Soak a bag of garbanzo beans overnight in water.  The next day you can pull the beans apart 

and remove the seed coat.  Next, open the bean (seed) and you will see the pocket of stored 

food and the embryo, or baby plant.   

 

StemStemStemStem    

Mix a few jars of colored water (just mix water and food coloring, blue and red seem to work 

best).  Cut celery stalks (with leaves intact) or white carnations into different lengths and place 

into the jars.  Observe daily and you will see the colored water working its way up the stem 

and to the flower, dying the flowers the color of the water.  Color will become more vibrant 

the longer you let it sit.  



 

RootRootRootRoot    

Soak a garbanzo bean overnight in cold water.  You could use the leftover beans from the seed 

experiment of course. Layer four or five sheets of paper towels on top of each other.  Spread 

out the soaked beans on top of the paper towels.  Put another layer of four or five paper towels 

on top of the beans.  Using a spray bottle, spray the paper towels until they are damp.  Place 

the towels with the beans inside into a large Ziploc bag.  Seal the bag, leaving a little air inside.  

Put the bag in a warm place that receives a lot of sunlight.  Check the bag daily, adding more 

water if the paper towels become dry.  Within a couple of days, you should see green shoots 

sprouting from the roots.  These can be placed in a pot of soil to continue the growing process 

if desired.   

 

 

 

 



 

  

    

    

Let’s do an experiment!Let’s do an experiment!Let’s do an experiment!Let’s do an experiment!     

 

Most plants need the same things to grow:  space, light, water, carbon dioxide, nutrients, 

correct temperatures, and time.  Of course plants can grow with too much or too little of one 

of these things, but they will not grow as well.  Think of how you feel on days when you get 

too much sun or not enough to drink, maybe you spent the day somewhere that the air quality 

was not the greatest.  You are still okay, but you are not your best without receiving what you 

need.  Let’s try an experiment to see how plants handle a change in light or water.   

 

For this experiment you will need For this experiment you will need For this experiment you will need For this experiment you will need the following:the following:the following:the following:    

◙ Three containers (Styrofoam cups will work fine) 

◙ A packet of your favorite seeds 

◙ Water  

◙ Soil 

 

1.  A good scientist always makes a predictionmakes a predictionmakes a predictionmakes a prediction.  Use the chart below to predict how 

you think a plant would be affected if water or light were altered.   
 



 

2. Next, fill each cup ¾ way with the soil.   

3. Press 2-3 seeds in each cup, spread out and push into the soil and cover with 

the soil. 

4. Label the cups like the table above (perfect amount, light but no water, water 

but no light.) 

5. Water the cup labeled “perfect amount” and the cup labeled “water but no 

light” with just enough water to dampen the soil.   

6. Place the “perfect amount” cup and the “light but no water” cup into a 

windowsill or another sunny spot.   

7. Place the “water but no light” cup in a closet or other dark spot.   

8. After several days (depending on the type of seed you planted), you should 

see sprouts coming up out of the soil.  Use the chart on the next page to 

Perfect amount of light Perfect amount of light Perfect amount of light Perfect amount of light 

and waterand waterand waterand water    
Light, but no waterLight, but no waterLight, but no waterLight, but no water    Water, but no lightWater, but no lightWater, but no lightWater, but no light    

   



monitor your plant growth.  Record informationRecord informationRecord informationRecord information such as plant height, color, 

how the leaves look, etc.  Over the span of a few weeks, try to get at least ten 

observation.  You can add to the chart if you would like to extend the 

number of observations.   

9. Be sure to check the soil on the two cups that require water every day.  If the 

soil feels dry, add some water.   

 



ObservationsObservationsObservationsObservations    “Perfect Amount”“Perfect Amount”“Perfect Amount”“Perfect Amount”    
“Light but no “Light but no “Light but no “Light but no 

water”water”water”water”    

“Water but no “Water but no “Water but no “Water but no 

light”light”light”light”    

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8    

9    

10    



10. Now its time to analyze your dataanalyze your dataanalyze your dataanalyze your data.  Go over your observations and see if  

your predictions were accurate.  How did the plants grow?  Which plant grew 

the best and the worst?  Why?   

11. Try to draw a conclusiondraw a conclusiondraw a conclusiondraw a conclusion.  Do you think that your results are typical?   

12. Try changing thchanging thchanging thchanging the experimente experimente experimente experiment based on other elements that plants need  

to survive.  For example: 

◙ After putting soil in cups, fill one cup with many seeds and one with one 

only a few to see why space is important for plant growth.  Water as 

necessary. 

◙ Fill one cup with potting soil and one with only dirt to see how nutrients 

are important to plants.   

◙ Place one cup in a sealed bag and the other in the open air to determine 

how air quality aids in plant 

growth.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



You are what you eat!You are what you eat!You are what you eat!You are what you eat!  

 

A lot of what humans eat comes from plants or parts of plants.  This is 

where we get much of the nutrients and minerals that we need to be 

healthy.  Think about the parts of the plants you read about earlier.  

There are roots, seeds, stems, leaves, flowers, and fruits that we eat.  I 

bet you never thought of them as plant parts before!  Below is a list of some foods from each 

part of a plant.  How many have you tried?  Try something new, teach your friends, eat 

healthy while learning about plants.   

 

RootsRootsRootsRoots    

Carrots 

Beets 

Rutabagas 

Turnips 

    

SeedsSeedsSeedsSeeds    
Lima beans 

Peas 

Pinto beans 

Sunflower seeds 

Green beans 

StemsStemsStemsStems    

Celery 

Onions 

Rhubarb 

    

LeavesLeavesLeavesLeaves    

Lettuce 

Cabbage 

Kale 

Spinach 

FlowersFlowersFlowersFlowers    

Cauliflower 

Broccoli 

Squash blossoms 

FruitsFruitsFruitsFruits    

Berries 

Apples 

Tomatoes 

Cucumbers    
 



Want to know more?Want to know more?Want to know more?Want to know more?    

    
Websites 

    

◙ http://www.neok12.com/Plants.htm 

 

◙ http://www.tooter4kids.com/Plants/seeds.htm 

 

◙ http://www.buzzle.com/articles/plant-life-cycle-for-kids.html 

 

◙ http://www.ehow.com/how_6641425_learn-parts-plant-kids.html 

 

◙ http://www.brainpopjr.com/science/plants/partsofaplant/grownups.weml 

 

Books 

    

◙ 101 Kid-Friendly Plants: Fun Plants and Family Garden Projects by Cindy Krezel    

    

◙ The Magic School Bus Plants Seeds: A Book About How Living Things Grow by Joanna 

Cole 

 

◙ Time For Kids: Plants! by Editors Of Time For Kids and Brenda Iasevoli 

 

◙ A Fruit Is a Suitcase for Seeds by Jean Richards 

 

◙ From Seed to Plant by Allan Fowler 

Check Check Check Check www.selfsufficientgarderner.comwww.selfsufficientgarderner.comwww.selfsufficientgarderner.comwww.selfsufficientgarderner.com for additional upcoming lesson plans and activities  for additional upcoming lesson plans and activities  for additional upcoming lesson plans and activities  for additional upcoming lesson plans and activities 

for purchfor purchfor purchfor purchase!ase!ase!ase! 


